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Date of Next Meeting
March 13th 2010. Annual General Meeting and ‘Bring & Buy’ your opportunity to dispose of your surplus
material with immediate gains and to perhaps find the elusive items you have been searching for.
This meeting will be held at the Community Education Centre, Childer Road, Stowmarket IP14 1PP. Please
arrive at 2pm for a prompt 2.30pm start.

Editor / Treasurer Notes
At the October Auction meeting the Auctioneer explained that he would be unable to run an auction at the
AGM but he would be willing to run one in June. This was accepted and the actual date to be arranged at the
AGM. Alistair Kennedy offered to present material on part of his area which was enthusiastically accepted,
again the date to be arranged at the AGM.

I am sorry to report that Peter Day will not be standing for the office of Secretary, thus we will be seeking a
volunteer.

I have now published the Eastern Angle on the website in pdf format. This will allow members to see the
publication in full colour and print off a copy if required!

EAST ANGLIAN POSTAL HISTORY STUDY CIRCLE
President Chairman Vice Chairman
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Roundup of Postal News of East Anglia
Contributed by Peter Day, Brian Rowley, David Taylor Smith and Ed.

GENERAL
Eastern Daily Press
29.09.09. Officials at Royal Mail’s Norwich depot have informed some businesses that they can no longer
commit to delivering mail at a specific time without charging for the service at a rate of £262.50 a month.
Some businesses had complained about erratic delivery times [I know what they mean – Ed] and so they
were given the option of paying £3,150 a year and setting a delivery time, or accepting the present situation
where most of the mail is delivered sometime in the morning. “Royal Mail’s timed delivery service, which
dates back years and has several thousand business customers, offers the option of applying for a specific
time for delivery of their mail – from 6am – and the price reflects the extra work of sorting the mail and
making a bespoke delivery in addition to the standard delivery.”

CAMBRIDGE
Wisbech Standard
05.08.09. Subpostmaster, John Everett, 67, tackled masked raiders who attacked Parson Drove Post Office
on Tuesday, hitting one of the men with his own crowbar. Mr Everett - who served for 22 years in the navy
and runs the post office with his wife Patricia - says he "just switched to automatic" as he grabbed the
crowbar and issued a loud war cry. This was the third raid to be suffered by the Everetts since they took over
the post office six years ago, but on the two previous occasions they were away on holiday.

ESSEX
Braintree & Witham Times
17.09.09. Great Notley Post Office Essentials Service will close on 13th October because of a lack of
customers. Villagers said they were unaware of the one-year-old store’s existence and have branded Post
Office “short-sighted” for not giving it more publicity. The branch is based at a Shell Garage in London
Road. Jane Warriner, a Post Office spokeswoman, said: “One of the reasons it’s closing is because the 12-
month trial period is coming to a close and the customer figures for that time were very low. “The garage is
also changing hands and it will close as it passes to the new person. It’s very unlikely it will be re-opened in
the garage. Customers can be assured that we will continue to work hard to find a solution that will provide a
Post Office presence in the area.

Chelmsford Weekly News
26.08.08. Chelmer Village Post Office, in Village Square, has shut a month earlier than expected. It was to
shut on a temporary basis from Saturday, September 19, until a new subpostmaster can be found. Post Office
services ceased to be supplied at the post office on Thursday, August 20. James Taylor, spokesman for the
Post Office, said the former postmaster withdrew the post office facility with no notice.

East Anglian Daily Times
02.10.09. Nicholas Moore, 28, had worked as a postman in Burnham-on-Crouch between June 2007 and
February 2008. He reached a stage when he held back the last items from delivery to deliver the next day.
The next day he was still unable to do that and there was a build-up and things escalated out of control. Some
items he shredded and about 5,000 items he stored and had not taken for personal gain. CWU said that
workloads are a problem and that they are seeking to negotiate with RM to resolve this. Moore was given a
four-month jail sentence.

Halstead Gazette
15.07.09. Trevor Cooper, the new subpostmaster at Toppesfield Post Office, has settled into his role after
being given a warm welcome by villagers. Celebrations followed a nine-month campaign to secure the post
office’s future which for the last nine months had been run by Catherine Clark, subpostmistress from
Hundon Post Office, and Mike Bickers, the retired postmaster from Toppesfield.

Saffron Walden weekly News
Great Sampford Post Office is to close 10.09.09 when the subpostmaster resigns and the premises are no
longer available. New premises and subpostmaster are being sought.
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HERTFORDSHIRE
26.07.09. The Ovaltine Court estate in Kings Langley campaigned for two years to have their own post box
installed. Royal Mail turned down residents' original request because there were already two within walking
distance. After a vigorous campaign, residents and councillors met to post the very first letter in the box at its
official opening on 22nd July .

Royston News
19.08.09. Orwell Post Office, in Town Green Road, has been without its broadband system for over a week
meaning that the Horizon service is not available. BT has repaired the telephone line but is not responsible
for internet service. Customers are without pensions and banking and have been advised to use one of the
other post offices which are within three miles of Orwell.

LINCOLNSHIRE
12.09.09. The Post Office seems almost embarrassed by its makeshift services and does little to publicise
them. Potential customers will struggle to uncover the Barkston Outreach Service. For a start, the official
Post Office website tells customers that it is open Monday to Friday from 9am to 3pm. In fact, it is open on
Monday and Thursday from 9am to 3pm. If that didn't put would-be customers off the scent, there is the top-
secret location - past the derelict front of the former post office branch and down a culdesac. There are no
signposts. The only clue is a ‘Post Office Open’ board in front of what looks like a Seventies semi-detached
home. But open the door and there is a community hall inside with a post office counter in the far corner.
Visiting postmistress Elaine Woods, 41, is chatting with retired postmaster and blacksmith Harry Jordan, 86,
who has come in to collect his pension.

At the village of Little Steeping, ten miles from Skegness, it is just past midday when a Post Office van
comes down the lane and parks in front of the village shop. Until a year ago, the shop was also the post
office. The Coningsby subpostmaster, Martin Rich, who visits seven such communities by van a week,
throws open the back door to reveal a miniature branch. He says there was animosity when he first arrived,
as the village felt betrayed. Barbara House, 68, the former village subpostmistress who still runs a small
shop, accepts the mobile is better than nothing, but cannot understand why she lost her job. She also says the
service does not always run smoothly and occasionally there are technical glitches when satellite links fail,
halting payments.

Market Rasen Mail
15.09.09. Glentham Post Office has been closed on a temporary basis (after an audit). The subpostmaster
resigned and the premises within which the branch was located, on High Street, have been withdrawn for use
as a post office. The shop remains open though. While the branch is closed, people can use Normanby by
Spital Post Office on Main Street; Bishop Norton Post Office on Well Street; Hemswell RAF Post Office
on Gainsborough Road.

NORFOLK
Eastern Daily Press
04.09.09. Poringland Post Office, in Shotesham Road, closed suddenly last week (28.08.09) due to
‘circumstances beyond the control of Post Office Ltd’. PO Ltd says the closure is temporary and is working
hard to replace post office services.

24.09.09. Spixworth Post Office closed its doors early on Tuesday afternoon without explanation or
warning, and did not open again yesterday. Residents say there has been chaos as customers and pensioners
have arrived to find the heart of their community locked up, without any note or sign to explain why.
Meanwhile, other residents said they saw computers and equipment being removed from the premises,
sparking fears for the branch's future.

12.09.09. Smallburgh Post Office was closed last week after an audit! A PO spokesman indicated that this
is a temporary closure and they are working to restore the service.
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Norwich Evening News
29.10.05 – Yes it is a bit late!. Neal Gurney, 21, has become one of the youngest subpostmasters in Britain
after inheriting the Thunder Lane Post Office from his father. There has been a post office on Thunder
Lane for about 75 years and for about 40 years it was in the hands of the Read family. They sold the post
office to Denver Gurney, 52, in 2002 and he has now retired leaving the post office and shop to Neal. With
the closure of the Heartsease Post Office last year and the closure of Plumstead Road Post Office in the
new year business is expected to increase even more. The youngest subpostmaster is an 18 year old in the
north-east.

03.06.09. There are plans to move Cromer Post Office 110 yards into Budgen’s store. Paul Burnell, co-
owner of the supermarket, has been appointed subpostmaster after the current subpostmaster resigned. The
present post office staff have been invited to work in the new location.

22.07.09. Bradwell Post Office, near Great Yarmouth, closed on Friday (17th) because of problems “beyond
the Post Office’s control”. A consultation has been launched to locate the office to a new site in the Premium
Convenience Store in Church Lane 400 yards away.

28.08.08. Ashill Post Office (closed 16.02.09) is about to return as an Outreach Service operated by the
subpostmaster of Watton Post Office. The service will function from Call In, Hale Road, Ashill on
Tuesdays and Thursdays between 10am and midday from 15.09.09.

03.09.09. Poringland Post Office, in Shotesham Road, closed suddenly last week (28.08.09) due to
“circumstances beyond the control of Post Office Ltd”. The branch, which also doubles as the Poringland
Shopper store, is still closed, with no word on whether it would be reopening any time soon.

29.09.09. David and Hayley Haines took on the lease of Thurlton Post Office, near Loddon, after the
premises came within 24 hours of closing. Mrs Haines is training to become the subpostmistress and the
couple have reopened the general store. Plans to develop the premises have been submitted.

30.09.09. Smallburgh Post Office , near North Walsham, closed on 14th August following audit. There has
been a lack of communication from the Post Office but councillors will be meeting with officials on Friday.

31.10.09. The Bradwell Post Office suddenly closed in July leading to confusion among customers. Many
of them faced a lengthy journey to the nearest branch in Gorleston. At the time of the closure the post office
was being run postmistress Clair Griffin and her part time colleague Rowena Buchan, who were given just
10 minutes to leave the site. Bradwell Post Office has moved to Premier Convenience Store, in Church Lane,
and has been open since 15th October .

SUFFOLK
Eastern Daily Press
04.06.09. Wangford Outreach Service started operating after Wangford Post Office and Wrenthan Post
Office were closed early last year. The Outreach Service will now close on Tuesday (9th) because the
subpostmaster has resigned and there is no one to take over. The nearest services are at Southwold Post
Office and Halesworth Post Office. The Post Office is working towards finding a solution.

Office Closures and Openings
Submitted by Ken Smith who will be pleased to hear of any additions; Ken’s address is 3 St Agatha’s Close,
PERSHORE WR10 1DQ.

CLOSURES
Lakeside, Thurrock TSO, Grays, Essex tc 30.04.09 Nassington, Peterborough, Hunts tc 27.05.09
Lodge Avenue TSO, Dagenham, Essex tc June 09 Lakenheath Camp, Brandon, Sfk tc 13.06.09
Saham Toney, Thetford, Nfk tc 22.06.09 Orsey, Grays, Essex tc August??
Fowlmers, Royston, Herts tc 25.08.09 Great Sampford, Saffron Walden, Essex tc 10.09.09
Glentham, Market Rasen, Lincs following audit 17.08.09

REOPENING & CHANGE OF STATUS &c.
Castle Hedingham, Halstead, Essex closed 26.06.08 reopens at 9am 4 St James’ Street 01.10.09
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Hackthorn, Lincoln closed 12.09.08 24.08.09
Hunstanton North/Old Hunstanton, Hunstanton, Nfk tc 26.05.09 18.08.09
Cavendish, Sudbury, Sfk at Cavendish Flowers, Mon to Sat 9-1 c/o Long Melford 22.10.09
Beck Row PO Essentials, Bury St Edmunds, Sfk at Londis Store 6am to 9pm daily inc. Sundays after 27.10.09
Ashill, Thetford, Essex

RELOCATED
North Kelsey, Market Rasen, Lincs. Hosted Outreach from Royal Oak to V Hall, School Lane 03.08.09
Cavendish, Sudbury, Sfk closed 20.06.09 is to reopen/relocate ??
Bradwell TSO, Great Yarmouth, Nfk to reopen/relocate into Premier Convenience Store ??
Erpingham, Norwich, Nfk to relocate to Service Station ??
Averley, South Ockendon, Essex from No. 68 to No. 74 High Street 10.09.09

OUTREACH
Bedfield, Woodbridge, Sfk closed 12.11.08 now listed as at Sports Hut Mon-Tue-Thur 9.30 to 12.30 Outreach??
Beck Row, Bury St Edmunds, Sfk listed as PO Essentials yet tc date 07.08.09??
South Reston, Louth, Lincs tc 31.07.09 – reopened as Hosted Outreach, Wagon & Horses 05.08.09
Stanningfield, Bury St Edmunds closed 13.02.09 Hosted Outreach Red House Inn 06.08.09
Ufford, Woodbridge, Sfk closed 02.07.09 Mobile Crown Inn carpark, High Street 09.07.09
Waldringfield, Woodbridge, Sfk closed 03.07.09 Mobile V Hall car park School Road 06.07.09
Catworth, Huntingdon replaced by Mobile Village Hall, Church Road 13.07.09
Upper Dean, Huntingdon (inBeds) closed 01.08.07 Mobile layby outside ‘Pantiles’, High Street 13.07.09
Great Gidding, Huntingdon closed 15.07.09 Mobile, to be set up Chapel End.

50 Years of Postcodes
The fiftieth anniversary of the introduction of postcodes occurred on the 8th October this year. To
commemorate this event Royal Mail compiled a special IMP slogan to use between the 6th and 12th

October. Also, because Norwich was where the first coding experiment was tried out, Norwich used
some of the old postcode slogan dies in their Culler Facer Cancellers during this period.

Illustrated are the ones I have seen, the dates ranging from 12th to the 27th October. As is usual these
days the postmarks, apart from the IMP, are quite poor so I have enhanced them for clarity.
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Censorship in WW1(09/62)
GHR Homer-Wooff

Illustrated below is the picture postcard referred to on page 09/62. It is a ‘Birds Eye View of Peterborough
Cathedral. Written in Granville Street and addressed to New Jersey USA it was returned to the sender with
the boxed ‘Picture Postcards addressed to / Neutral countries are returned / by the Censor.’ After Zeppelin
bombing raids in 1914-16, any view could be deemed useful to the enemy. From December 1915, picture
postcards were banned to neutral countries and in December 1916 all countries were included in the ban.

UK Newspaper Archives on the Internet as at July 2009
by John Copeland

Archives of old British newspapers are gradually appearing on the internet including in June 2009 runs of 49
papers from all over the country for the period 1800 to 1900 courtesy of the British Library. Of particular
East Anglian interest on this site is the Ipswich Journal.

Because of the size of the normal newspaper page most sites split pages into sections more suitable for
viewing. The individual sections however may contain a variety of items.

As far as I can see all sites search for images of words, either directly or by searching text which into which
the image has been converted. This means that sometimes the wrong word is found (e.g. passage instead of
postage) or occurrences of the word are missed. If looking for a particular item therefore it may be sensible
to search more than once using different words.

On the British Library site (http://newspapers.bl.uk) to find items of interest there is a free search facility by
which one types in a word or words and there then comes up a list showing for each occurrence the name of
the newspaper, the date , the title of the relevant section of the paper (which may not bear any relationship to
the particular item) and an extract. The information in the extract is usually enough to see whether one would
want to look at the full item. In June a few entries appeared where the associated extracts were not available.
Because more than one paper is included on the site one can see how a news item travels around the country
sometimes with exactly the same words being used.

If it is desired to see the full item there is a charge unless access can be obtained through an organisation. For
£6.99 one can see up to 100articles in 24 hours and for £9.99 up to 200articles in 7 days. A few items can be
viewed free.
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Various other papers also have their archives available online. The Times website
(http://archive.timesonline.co.uk) starts from its foundation as The Daily Universal Register in 1785. Again
there is a free search facility which produces a list showing for each occurrence the name of the newspaper,
the date, the title of the relevant part of the paper (which may not bear any relationship to the particular item)
and an extract. The extract is from the commencement of the relevant section of the paper so often does not
include the word searched and may in fact relate to another item in the paper. To see items in full one can
pay £4.95 for a day’s access, £14.95 for a month and £74.95 for a year with no limit on the number of items.

The Guardian website (http://archive.guardian.co.uk) in July 2009 covered the period 1821 to 2000 for the
Guardian and 1791 to 2000 for The Observer. Again there is a free search facility which produces a list
showing for each occurrence the name of the newspaper, the date, and an extract. Like The Times the extract
is from the commencement of the relevant part of the paper so often does not include the word searched and
may in fact relate to another item in the paper. The extract supplied by The Guardian often seems only to be
the headline so it is of less use than The Times which usually seems to include some of the body of the text.
To see items in full one can pay £7.95 for 24 hours access, £14.95 for three days and £49.95 for one month.

The Scotsman website (http://archive.scotsman.com/) in July 2009 covered the period from its foundation in
1817 to 1950. Again there is a free search facility which produces a list showing for each occurrence the
name of the newspaper, the date, and an extract. As with The Times and The Guardian. the extract is from
the commencement of the relevant part of the paper so often does not include the word searched and may in
fact relate to another item in the paper. One has the option of seeing the whole page or opening the ‘article’.
To see items in full one can pay £7.95 for 24 hours access, £12.95 for 48 hours, £19.95 for one week, £39.95
for one month and £159.95 for one year.

The Daily Express from 1900 and the Daily Mirror from 1903 can be found on
(http://www.ukpressonline.co.uk/ukpressonline/) There is a separate charge for each with both charging
£5.95 for 48 hours access. It is not clear from the introductory pages whether there is VAT on top. Payment
can be made by Paypal.

As the Republic of Ireland formed part of the United Kingdom until the 1920’s, for some research it may be
worth looking at the website of The Irish Times (http://www.irishtimes.com/search/archive.html) Again
there is a free search facility which starts in 1859 to find items in which the search term occurs.
Unfortunately like some other sites it only shows the commencement of the section not necessarily including
the part in which the term occurs. To see items in full the charge is €4 for 24 hours access, €26 for one week,
€65 for one month and €395 for one year.

Another journal online is The London Gazette ( http://www.london-gazette.co.uk/search ) which is available
online from the 1660’s. (The Edinburgh and Belfast Gazettes are available on the same site). There is no
charge for using it. A search produces a list giving the date and number an extract including the word
searched which is usually sufficient to decide its relevance. The whole page can then be accessed as a pdf. Of
particular interest to postal historians are the various notices from the Post Office in the 17th and 18th
centuries and the full text of the Treasury Warrants regarding postal rates and regulations for the period 1839
to 1893. It is also one place where one can find the full text of the schemes which set out modern postal
charges for the United Kingdom.

Wikipedia has a useful list of newspaper archives available on the Internet for the United Kingdom and
elsewhere together with an indication of whether they are free or there may be a charge and this can be found
on
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_online_newspaper_archives
It does list some sites not mentioned in this article which feature British newspapers but these are not as
comprehensive as those previously mentioned

Before paying for full access to any site it is worth checking whether you can obtain free access through an
educational institution or a public library. For instance members of Essex Libraries can obtain free access to
the British Library, The Times and The Guardian websites not just from a computer in a library but also from
a computer elsewhere via the Essex Libraries website.
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EAPHSC Stock Items
Helicopter Mail 38 pages £2.50 members £2
Continental Mail 96 pages £2.50 members £2
“Royal” Visit by EAPHSC 10pages 50p
Undated Circles of Norfolk 290pages £17.00 members £13

Indexes 1962-95 10p
1981-83 10p
1991-93 10p

Internal Couriers of Felixstowe Docks
There were many interesting items displayed at the meeting held in August with the title ‘Strike and Scout
Posts’. As was planned, Gerald Daldry provided a very interesting and colourful display (see cover) which
was well supported by the other members in attendance. As is always the case at our meetings there is
always far too much material to include in Eastern Angle. However, I personally was very intrigued with some
items displayed by Alistair Kennedy, which as the title suggests were from a mail system operating in
Felixstowe Docks.

In 1983 Ian Trinder FRPSL (deceased) produced a small booklet entitled The Postal History of Internal
Couriers, [Felixstowe.] Ltd. The Felixstowe Local Post and it is from this publication and the website
http://mfnl.nl/Nieuwsbrief/NB72/NB72Felixstowe.html that I have derived the details. The illustrations are
from the website and photos I took of Alistair’s presentation.

The company started work in the Felixstowe port on 10th June, 1978, and was intended to rapidly deliver
mail to the established companies in the port area and motor bike courier transport was used.

Initially a handstamp was used to pay the postage on the
documents. The delivery cost 8 pence per unit plus tax. From
1st July 1978 a separate datestamp was used to indicate same
day delivery and/or collection date. This combination was
used until 7th December 1978 when labels were used.

The different port regions (districts) each had their own stamps. All the stamps
have motorcycles in the background, the foreground shows the 10p value and the
IC logo. The stamps used for transport to the north shore had a background, of 18
yellow motorcycles overprinted in red with the IC logo and value. Those letters
for delivery to the southern port had a background of red motorcycles, and
depending on the port, the motor cycle faced to the left or the right. The logo and
value was printed in black. Later the stamps were used interchangeably.

The first stamps had to be cut from the sheet but were later perforated.

In the beginning of the postal service mail was delivered outside the port and
this lead to a legal action by the Post Office and agreement was reached in
October 1979 that IC could deliver only within the Port area. In the 1980s stamps
were used showing no value although the older stamps are seen used after this
date. It also appears that a ‘Port Paid’ envelope was designed but never used. On
10th August 1981 new stamps were in use, yellow background with a crane, ship
and motorcycle in red and black to the left, IC logo and ‘Port of Felixstowe’ to the
right.

All items are plus post and packing.
Please contact Rodney Pointer at Hall Farm House, Clippesby,
Great Yarmouth NR29 3BL
Tel: 01493 369798 email RodneyClippesby@aol.com
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A new type of handstamp was
also used from that date.. This
item was 90mm long and was
used as an advertising slogan
and has been seen used to
cancel stamps in both black and
red.
After a series of serious
accidents (one fatal) in the port,
motorcycle delivery was banned
and replaced by cars up until
1991 when the port was sold to
P & O and the service terminated.

The next illustrations are from Alistair’s collection and show a new type of handstamp in black and in red
plus a new type of stamp. I have no details about when these were first used.

The cover illustrated on the left appears
to be an example of a projected First
Day Cover which was not proceeded
with!

Norwich Privilege Posting
By REF Pegg

We received a letter on 6th August 2009 from the
Spire Hospital (old BUPA hospital) at Colney,
Norwich. The front has the red cachet reading DO
NOT SURCHARGE / CORRECT POSTAGE
RAISED BY / REVENUE PROTECTION / TREAT
AS 1ST CLASS. The cost on the meter mark 2p as
shown.

It is my opinion that a postal operative noticed the
meter error and contacted the hospital who agreed to
pay the difference thus allowing the mail to continue
after the instructional mark had been applied - Ed.
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Auction Results 24th October 2009

Skeleton Postmarks

Mike Bavin informs us that: The list of skeletons by MacKay includes SAXMUNDHAM, 1906 – I
have seen another copy; 7 15 / MR 13 / 06, the ‘0’ lying on its side which could explain the small
‘o’ recorded in the list.

1d Red Receipt Stamp on 1853 Invoice (09/63)

Mike Bavin reports that Gibbon’s Stamp Monthly for September 2008 states that the imposition of
Stamp Duty for receipts and life assurance policies began in October 1853. Thus Mike’s invoice
must be one of the earliest!

Total
£868.25
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Manningtree & its Sub-Offices – Part 2.
By Gerald Daldry

Apart from postcard reproductions and my own photographs of the various offices there follows a record of
handstamps/datestamps known to me and/or recorded in the County Catalogue for each post office up to the
closure of an office or the abolition of the use of local datestamps for the general cancellation of mail.
First known handstamp for Manningtree and recorded
in use 1768-80 which postdates the County Catalogue
by one year. Used here in 1768, the first year of use.
MANNINGTREE 58x7mm 1

A mark with probably a short life in Manningtree and
known used here 1781-83. The illustration is from a
cover of 1783. MANNING/TREE 47x16mm

2

First mileage mark in black recorded here 1787-93.
This example used on entire dated February 1787.

61 MANNING/TREE
3

This second type mileage mark is recorded in the
County Catalogue in use, in black, 1804-16 and also in
red 1813-28.

MANNINGTREE/61 53x11mm 4
The mileage erased mark is know used between 1830-
37 in red and black although red would appear to be
more common.

MANNINGTREE 53x4mm
5

The circular undated mark is known is use between
1836-40 in red, black and also green which would be
the colour of this illustration.

MANNINGTREE=== 30mm

6

The Maltese Cross (cross pattee) was introduced on 25th

April 1840 in red and is shown here at Manningtree
cancelling a Penny Black plate 6 on cover dated 13th

October 1840.

Also illustrated is an undated circular town stamp
which is in red.

7

The sans-serif double arc is known used between 1849
and 1857 and is recoded in blue, red and green with the

use of code A.
MANNINGTREE / date / year / code / =======.
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Sans-serif Traveller from the first period of use of
Skeletons 1838-50. At present this is the only recorded
example for Manningtree and is dated 1848.

MANNINGTREE / date / year / code?.

9

Handstruck red ‘1’ of 1821 on entire sent from
Manningtree to Lt Bromley Rectory. Unrecorded and
possibly used in conjunction with the known
Manningtree Local Post.

10

Seriffed double arc recorded in use in black 1840-47
and in red 1840-41.

MANNINGTREE ===/ date / year

11

1844 first type of barred numeral 503 sent from GPO
on April 1844. Recorded in use from 2nd January 1845
to 3rd January 1860.

12

3HOS sent from GPO on 7th March 1862. Possibly
known in this collection 1st May 1862 to 27th October
1864.

13

3TH.HOS sent from GPO 23rd January 1865. Possibly
known in this collection 15th May 1865 to 5th November
1865.

14

4VODA Type A(1) has a rounded topped 3. An
unrecorded example dated 8th October 1866, code B

MANNINGTREE/ code / date / year / 503

4VODA Type A(2) has a round topped 3. sent from
GPO 9th April 1869. Recorded in use from 12th July
1870 (new early date) to 4th March 1878. Codes A & B.

MANNINGTREE / code / date / year / 503
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4VODB Type B has a flat topped 3. Sent from GPO on
13th December 1871. Recorded in use from 24th January
1872 (new early date) to 30th December 1895. Codes
seen A, B and C.

MANNINGTREE/ code / date / year / 503

17

4VODC Type C also has a flat topped 3 with obliterator
height of 27mm and letters 7mm. Recorded in this
collection from 29th October 1896 to 4th August 1899.
Codes seen B, C and D.

MANNINGTREE/ code / date / year / 503

18

3VOD Sent from GPO on 14th October 1878. Recorded
in use from 5th April 1879 to 24th May 1895. Codes
seen C & D.

MANNINGTREE/ code / date / year / 503

19

Single arc in black recorded in use in this collection
between 1858 and 1862 with code B.

MANNINGTREE / code / date / year

20

Single circle in black recorded in this collection
between 1863 and 1865; codes A and B.

MANNINGTREE / code / date / year

Skeleton Datestamps follow: 21

Type 1. Recorded in use 8th November 1903 to
15th December 1903.

34mm diameter.
Times recorded – 1.15PM; 10.15PM; 10.30PM.

MANNINGTREE / time / date / year

22

Type 2. Recorded in use 16th December 1903 to
17th December 1903.

30mm in diameter.
Time recorded – 1.30PM.

MANNINGTREE / time / date / year

23
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Type 3 recorded in use 15th November 1907 30mm diameter.
(not illustrated)

Type 4. Recorded in use 26th October 1917 to
24th November 1917 ( extends date by 7 days).

29mm diameter.
Times recorded – 10.15AM; 10.45PM.

MANNINGTREE / time / date / year / ESSEX 24

Type 5. Recorded in use 7th June 1918 (new early date)
to 7th August 1918.

34 mm diameter.
Time recorded – clear.

MANNINGTREE / date / year / ESSEX

25

Type 6. Recorded in use 4th February 1925 to
5th March 1925.

30mm diameter.
Times recorded – 7 (no am or pm)

MANNINGTREE / time / date & year / ESSEX

Squared Circles follow: 26

1SC – Special Code – recorded in use from February
1885 to 31st March 1898.
Codes recorded B, D & G.

MANNINGTREE / code / date / year

27

1CT – Clear Time – recorded in use from 31st October
1898 to 21st October 1903 (new late date).

Times recorded – 10AM; 1.15PM; 3.15PM; 10.15PM;
10.30PM; 10.45PM.

MANNINGTREE / time / date / year

28

Single Circles. The size of these datestamps varied a great deal from 1870 onwards. Examples for
Manningtree were supplied with a code letter up to the early 1900s and from there onwards the datestamps
were timed for some years. Later, counter stamps used a number code and the more recent Self Inking
Datestamps (SIDs) reverted to a letter code.

The following are examples used at Manningtree between 1871 and 2005.
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1871 example with code
B – 22.5 mm diameter –

spaced lettering.

1874 example with code
A – 23.5 diameter.

1876 example , code A –
21mm diameter – narrow

lettering.

1878 example with code
A – 20mm diameter.

1901 example with code D
19mm diameter.

1906 example timed 1.30PM.
23mm diameter.

1921 example – no time – no code
22 mm diameter.

Counter Datestamps
1931 used on Wireless

Licence – letters 3mm –
24mm diameter.

1942 used in PO Saving
Book – narrow letters of

2.5mm – 24 mm
diameter.

1966 used on Redirected
Packets Notice – close

spaced letters of 2.5mm
– 24mm diameter.

1972 used on TV
Licence – code 3 –

letters 2.5mm – 23.5mm
diameter.

1975 used on Certificate of
Posting – codes 2 and 3 – letters

2.5mm – 24mm diameter.

1991 used on Certificate of
Posting for a Registered item –
codes 1 and 4 – letters 2mm –

23.5mm diameter.

2005 Self Inking Datestamp
recorded from 1998 – codes B, C,
E, F and G – letters 2mm – 25mm
diameter.

Circular Combined Datestamps - Double Circles
Time in code abandoned August 1894 and conversion to Time in Clear completed by 1900.

Recorded use of the various types relate to this collection.

Type 1. Recorded in use from 3rd June 1904 to 17th February 1911.
Times recorded – 10.15AM, 1PM, 3.30PM, 10.15PM, 10.30PM.

MANNINGTREE / time / date / year / narrow arcs / cross pattee.

Type 2. Recorded in use from 22nd July1912 to 7th April 1920.
Times recorded – 10.30AM, 7.45PM, 8.15PM, 8.30PM, 8.45PM,
10.30PM, 10.45PM.

MANNINGTREE / time / date / year / narrow arcs / 1. Letters 2.5mm.
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Type 3. Recorded in use from 13th April 1916 to 2nd January 1925.
Times recorded – 12.15PM, 1.15PM, PM, 7.15PM, 7.45PM, 10.45PM.
MANNINGTREE / time / date / year / thicker arcs / 1. letters 3mm.

Type 4. Recorded in use from 27th May 1932 to 8th August 1944.
Times recorded - 11.15AM, 12.15PM, 1.30PM, 7.30PM.
MANNINGTREE / time / date / year / close spaced letters / short thick
arcs / ESSEX.

Type 5. Recorded in use 22nd February 1926 to 28th July 1930.
Times recorded – 12.15PM, 7.15PM.
MANNINGTREE / time / date / year / 3mm narrow letters / longer thick
arcs / ESSEX.

Type 6. Recorded in use from 2nd June 1948 to 17th September 1962.
Times recorded – 10AM, 11.15AM, 4PM, 7PM, 7.30PM.
MANNINGTREE / time / date / year / slightly wider letters / thick arcs /
ESSEX.

Type 7. Recorded in use from 1st July 1963 to 17th March 1998.
Times recorded – 6.10AM, 10.15AM, 4.45PM, 6.30PM, 7PM.
MANNINGTREE / time / date / year / long thin arcs / ESSEX.

Krag Machine
Original obliterators were of six straight lines but, over some years from 1912, were replaced by five parallel
wavy lines. Recorded in this collection from 24th November1954 to 7th February 1966.

Times recorded – 10.15AM, 11AM, 11.15AM, 11.30AM, 4.15PM, 5PM, 7PM.
Universal Machine

In 1936 a new pattern with seven wavy lines
divided into three parts was adopted and used at
Manningtree. It was used in the late 1990s due to
pressure of business at Christmas time.

Recorded in use 19th August 1968 to 20th

December 1997.
Times recorded – 10.15AM, 10.45AM, 4.45PM,

6.15PM, 6.30PM, 7PM.
Also recorded in use with various slogans:-

A HAPPY / Christmas / THE POST OFFICE – 1971, 1979 – 1982.
REMEMBER / to use the / POST CODE – 1972 – 1982.
Be properly / addressed/ POST CODE IT – 1980 – 1981

Today’s / POST OFFICE / in business / to serve you – 1981.
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Charge, Surcharge and Explanatory Marks

To Pay marks with office number were extensively used up to the Second World War. Marks with the word
‘inadmissible’ form a large group. The five marks illustrated are the only ones found in use for Manningtree
and in this collection.

Issued 26th January 1878. Noted in use 31st December 1906 Noted in use 9th September 1961

Noted in use 9th September 1961 Noted in use 9th September 1961

Postage Meter Cancellations and Slogans
Postage Meters (franking machines) were brought into use from 1922. Illustrated are examples of meter
cancellations used by one particular Manningtree company, namely Brooks (Mistley) Ltd who were Malsters
and manufacturers of animal feedstuffs.

To be continued with the Tendring Hundred Show and Manningtree Subpostoffices.

A HAPPY AND HEALTHY CHRISTMAS
AND NEW YEAR TO ALL READERS!
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Sub-Office Datestamps of Norfolk – Parts 26, 27 &28
By R E F Pegg

HEMSBY
EAST SOMERTON

1864 None.
1892 Letters through Yarmouth. The nearest money
order office is at Winterton & telegraph office at
Martham.

HEMSBY
1864 William Boyce, receiver. Letters dispatched to
Yarmouth.
1892 Mrs Emily Woolston, subpostmistress. Letters
arrive from Yarmouth at 6.50am; dispatched at 7pm
The nearest money order office is at Ormesby &
telegraph office is at the station. Postal orders are
issued here, but not paid.

HEMSLEY/GT YARMOUTH 26.02.1891 error for Hemsby
H 21 x 2 ½
GY 25 x 2 ½

HORSEY NEXT THE SEA
1864 None.
1892 Combined with Little Waxham. Mrs Margaret
Goose, subpostmistress. Letters arrive from Yarmouth
at 8am & are dispatched at 4.30pm. Martham is the
nearest money order & telegraph office. Postal orders
are issued here, but not paid.

HORSEY/GREAT YARMOUTH 04.05.1888
H 20 x 2 ¼
GY 24 x 2 ½
HORSEY/GREAT YARMOUTH 15.09.1888
H 19 ½ x 2
GY 23 ½ x 2

WEST SOMERTON
1864 G.Howe, receiver. Letters to Hemsby at 4.40pm.
1892 William Blackburn, receiver. Letters received
from Yarmouth at 7.15am & dispatched at 5.30pm.
The nearest money order & telegraph office is at
Martham. Postal orders are issued here, but not paid.

WEST SOMERTON/GREAT YARMOUTH 24.03.1891
WS 23 x 2 ¾
GY 23 x 3
WEST SOMERTON/GREAT YARMOUTH 16.01.1913 VG
WS 23 x 3
GY 20 x 2
WEST SOMERTON/GREAT YARMOUTH 26.02.1916 VG
WS 25 ½ x 3 ½
GY 22 x 2 ½

WINTERTON
1864 None.
1892 Mrs Ann Bullock, subpostmistress. Money order & savings bank, & Annuity & Insurance office.
Letters from Yarmouth, arrive at 7.15am; dispatched at 5.10pm. Hemsby railway station is the nearest
telegraph office.
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HEVINGHAM

BRAMPTON
1864 None.
1892 George Bircham, receiver. Letters through Norwich 7.25am & 3pm; dispatched 12 noon & 4.10pm.
The nearest money order & telegraph office is at Buxton Lammas.

BRAMPTON/NORWICH 20.05.1896 02.04.1908 V
B 20 ½ x 2 ¼
N 18 x 2 ¼
BRAMPTON/NORWICH 27.02.1912 VG
B 20 ½ x 2 ½
N 22 x 3 ½
BRAMPTON/NORWICH 21.06.1919 B
B 22? x 3 ½
N 22 x 3 ½
BRAMPTON/NORWICH 22.09.1920 B
B 21 x 3 ½
N 22 ½ x 3 ½
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BURGH NEXT AYLSHAM
1864 None.
1892 Letters through Aylsham are delivered at about 9am.
Pillar box cleared at 4.30pm on week days only. Aylsham is the nearest money order & telegraph office.
Now this village has been placed under Aylsham. A post office opened before 1912.

BURGH/AYLSHAM/NORFOLK 25.11.1912 VG
B 21 x 3 ½
A 23 x 2 ¾
N 18? x 2 ¾

BUXTON
1864 R.Pilgrim, receiver. Letters to Hevingham at 4.10pm.
1892 Walter Woods, receiver. Money order & telegraph office, savings bank & Annuity & Insurance
office. Letters from Norwich arrive at 6.45am & at 2.10pm; dispatched at 12.30, 4.45 & 8.05pm. Wall
letter box near mill, cleared at 4.15pm week days only.

HEVINGHAM
1864 Edward Newton, receiver. Letters to Norwich 5.50pm.
1892 Michael Wade, receiver. Money order, savings bank & Annuity & Insurance office. Letters
received from Norwich at 5.10am; delivery commences at 7.10am; dispatched at 5.45pm; Sunday,
5.45pm. The nearest telegraph office is at Buxton Lammas.

LAMMAS
1864 None.
1892 Letters through Norwich, via Hevingham. The nearest money order & telegraph office is at Buxton.
Wall letter box, near Buxton mill, cleared 4.15pm week days only.

LAMAS/NORWICH 06.03.1893
L 17 x 2 ½
N 19 ½ x 2 ½
LAMAS/NORWICH 3.??.1911 20.02.1912 VG
L 18 x 2 ½
N 21 ½ x 2 ¾
LAMAS/NORWICH 15.01.1913 3.08.19?? VG
L 21 x 3 ½
N 23 x 3 ¾

MARSHAM
1864 John Stone, receiver. Letters at 5.35pm to Norwich.
1892 Thomas Crane, postmaster. Letters through Norwich delivered at 7.30am; dispatched at 5.30pm.
The nearest money order & telegraph office is at Aylsham. Postal orders are issued here, but not paid.

MARSHAM 06.08.1886
M 19 ½ x 2 ¼

OXNEAD
1864 None.
1892 Letters through Norwich arrive at 8.30am & 3pm; dispatched 12am & 4pm. Post office at
Brampton. Buxton is the nearest money order & telegraph office. (Brampton is an error in the 1892 lists.)

TUTTINGTON
1864 None.
1892 William Futter, receiver. Letters through Aylsham are delivered at 8.15am & dispatched at 4 pm on
week days only. The nearest money order & telegraph office is Aylsham. Postal orders are issued here,
but not paid.

TUTTINGTON/NORWICH 07.02.1885
T 23 x 2 ¼
A 21 x 2 ¼
TUTTINGTON/AYLSHAM 16.05.1899
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T 24 x 2 ½
A 19 x 2 ½
TUTTINGTON/AYLSHAM S O/NORFOLK 17.02.1912 V
T 17 x 2
A 20 x 2 ½
N 18 x 2 ½ TUTTINGTON/AYLSHAM S O/NORFOLK 21.06.1915 VG
T 17 x 2
A 20 x 2 ½
N 18 x 2 ½
TUTTINGTON/AYLSHAM/NORFOLK 16.11.1916
T 23 ½ x 2 ½
A 22 ½ x 2 ½
N 18 ½ x 2 ½
Now it is under the Aylsham postal area.

HILBOROUGH

BODNEY
1864 None.
1892 Letters through Hilborough R.S.O. arrive at 7am. The nearest money order & telegraph office is at
Mundford, 4 miles distant.

HILBOROUGH
1864 Mrs Sparkhall, receiver. Letters dispatched to Brandon at 8.45pm.
1892 John Walker, subpostmaster. Railway suboffice. Letters should have R.S.O. Norfolk added. Letters
arrive week days at 2.15am; Sundays, 7am; dispatched at 10.15pm. Mundford is the nearest money order
& telegraph office. Postal orders are issued but not paid.
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HILLINGTON
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CONGHAM
1864 None.
1892 Mrs Susan James, receiver. Letters through Lynn, via Hillington, arrive at 6.20am & 1.20pm;
dispatched at 11.50am & 6pm; Sundays at 1pm. Hillington & Grimston are the nearest money order &
telegraph offices.

CONGHAM 02.03.1887
C 23 1/2 x 2 ½
CONGHAM/KING'S LYNN 17.08.1907 30.01.1908 V
C 19 x2 ¼
KL 19 x 1 ¾
CONGHAM/KING'S LYNN 16.06.1918
C 22 ½ 1/2 x 2 ¾
KL 19 ½ x 2 ¾

FLITCHAM CUM APPLETON
1864 None.
1892 Miss Isabel Creamer, receiver. Letters through Lynn arrive at 5am; dispatched at 6.40pm.
Hillington is the nearest money order & telegraph office. Letters for Appleton through Lynn via West
Newton. Postal orders are issued here, but not paid.

FLITCHAM 02.03.1887
F 20 ½ x 2 ½

GAYTON
1864 Luke Grimes, receiver. Letters sent at 4.15pm.
1892 William George Dawson, subpostmaster. Money order & telegraph office, savings bank & Annuity
& Insurance office. Letters arrive from Lynn at 7.15am & 2.40pm; dispatched at 10.30a.m. & at 5.25pm.
Wall box, cleared at 5.15pm; Sundays 11.15am. No Climax dater issued.

GAYTON THORPE
1864 None.
1892 Letters through Lynn, via Gayton, arrive at 8.30am. The nearest money order & telegraph office is
at Gayton. Wall box cleared at 5.10pm; Sundays at 11am.

GRIMSTON
1864 William Bunting, receiver. Letters sent at 4.55pm.
1892 William Worrel, postmaster. Money order & telegraph office, savings bank & Annuity & Insurance
office. London & other letters are received through Lynn, arrive at 6.40am &1.55pm; Sundays 7.10am;
dispatched at 11.15am & 5.40pm; Sundays 12.20pm. Wall box, Pott Row, cleared at 5pm. No Climax
dater issued.

HILLINGTON
1864 Robert Bone, receiver. Letters to Lynn at 6.15pm.
1892 Mrs Blaxter, subpostmistress. Money order & telegraph office, savings bank & Annuity &
Insurance office. London & other letters are received through Lynn, arrive at 5 & 11.40am & are
dispatched at 12.30 & 6.40pm; on Sunday dispatched at 3.40pm. No Climax dater issued.

POTT ROW
1864 None.
1892 See Grimston.

POT ROW/KING’S LYNN 30.04.1910
PR 20 ½ x 2 ¼
KL 22 x 2 ¼

ROYDON
1864 None.
1892 Letter box cleared at 5pm. Letters through Lynn, via Hillington, arrive at 8.30am. The nearest
money order & telegraph office is at Grimston.

(to be continued)
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